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Introduction

John G,IrdnLr (1°C3) in Ills book, Self-,-nowel stetei3 that the tides of

change that move society on to n,!1: sOJU i.as o1 ce.ta.stmphos run deeper than

the swirlirg events ol th; day. He claims that one of the deep tidal cur-

- the tont fateful - is the me/erlent orer recent centuries

toward the crc.ition of even lor3er, more ar:1 1%ove

oc3 t1 gr,)ipings. It is a vital trend with great irllOicatioar, for the

schools and tlr-' other int:tutious in cur secicly, for co:ti f,uo!Ith

deponls uItinately upon the i0ividual and the iToups to whi-h 11c bAonzs.

The t..i/1.0 current of larj,c ergani.,Ations as a fact of li.fe in educational

itu.litut!on rise ,to th7,.need for lorkiig closely at the orgaui,,Ialion

and ackninistraelor, of(:,ehocas. John 11'..n,_r (1(N;7, p. C7) '',od a research

project in cn aL,tALpt to establish selec:len pioc,-...,ros for :;ho )l

trctcrs aid ended his study by strev.:Ir!, organir.ation:11 ch:eactei,, hoc use

the data could not he eplaincd in terms of thy' oscuption based selection

models with which he began the study.

It is this problem of awareness that studies of orvni.:a-

tional chiracter ni:h as thoie peer:n.ud in Part 3 can Overcce.

IV applying a clinical appro:Ich to the anilysis of orinizations,

using app--o ri,te 1ure:i:ent techniques, it is possnle to

describe the chractor of a partieelar school district cc a point

in t..' e. Given this hnowl_e6c4e O. existing &tructcres, steps CtU)

b2 taken to introduce change, if this s:tems approuriate.

... An analogous diagnostic or descriptive process at the

level of the cuie1 varicolo3 achy 1.c11 1a a n,cet.sary condition

for omonizatio:-.-J1 chenge is welt. Just as salient apcofs of

his perL,onclizy of:cn hieuen fron an indivic!ual's aw.renrs-i,

so opewently C111011 vericblos or ortlanizational chirartur

hidden iro the PA7. p. &rw].
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It is the identification of the crucial variables and can of measur-

ing then wherein lies o major prohlew related to the organization, adminis-

tyation and the, productive effectivencss of schools. It is the purpose of

the stuly being described to further refine a weans of measuring and diag-

nosing dysfunctions in school systems in relationship to the variables

identified.

Classical Theory of Org:ulization

The classical. theory of organization cxii administration emerged in the

first quarter of the present century. Writers such as Dennison (1931),

Culick Urwick (1937) , Urwiek (19t14), Hooney (1947) and Taylor (1948)

built their theories about organizations and the administrative processes

around such basic constructs as: tank specialization, chain of command, unity

of direction, end span of control. T;u classical theories were built arornd

two fundamental ideas: the basic construets,10.,,:ntil'ied above and the concept

of "economic wan; that is people worb primarily for the economic rewards

which the organization provides.

In the classical view there is a pyrsmidal structure with power centered

in the hands of those at the top of the pyramid. The old ar.v structure best

represents this line and st &ff organization and the flow of authority from

the top to the bottom.

Hunan Rel,:::ions Theory

Whereas the classical theory mi.:7;1A. he viewed as fundaientally structur-

alist in design; the huran relations theory niEht he viewed as ttniistruetul,-

elist. Another way of stating these differences in Ly pointing out that the

classical th,.!orists c7-p!,size iho fel-st of orilanivltion and the

human relations theorists 0.-Thasize the iniomal structure.
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The move to a human relations emphasis began with the discovery of the

"Hawthorne Effect.' Elton Mayo (koethlisberger C Dickson, 1942) showed the

existence of an entirely different panorama of how people function in or3on-

izations.

In schools this discovery Of the itnportence of the group took the form

of "democratic supervision" and to a lesser degree "Aemocratic administra-

tion." In the 1950's many aucational authorities emphasized the-human

relations approach in their writings. Kimball Wiles (1950), W. A. Yauch

(191;9), Johu kartky ( ?.553)) , u: Speers (1953) and Gordon Mackenzie (1954)

ace among the resp;2cte) anthoities wbo advoated the huan relations approach.

A Modern S,./ntkes;s

Faber and Sta.:apron (1970, p. 97) claim that modern organizational theory

began when equal attcntion was first given to formal and informal organiza-

tion, when the first scholar began to put the contribution-, from burcauceatic

theory, scientific management, and human relations in proper porspectIve.

The first writer to make this attempt was Chester Barnard (1938) in his book

The Functions of th.1 Executive.

Barnard pointed out that thri classical theory of organization as defined

Ly its proponents is unworkable. According to him, the organization func-

tions through the interactions of individuals. People bring the formal organ-

ization into action and to study and understand organizations, one must know

about the satisfactions which individuals receive from the organization, the

relationship of the formal and informal organization, and the importance of

communication. Barnard stressed the point that there are inportant.differ-

ences between effectiveness and efficiency.

Mayo and RoethlinInerger, in their We.,tern Electric studies, brought the

informal organization to the attention of the theorists, but Barnard was the
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first theorist to generalize this discovery. Parnard claimed that the infor-

mal organization had to be taken into account in all organization settirgs.

The classical theo;.ists missed this point that Barnard made so well that no

matter how well the formal organization is planned, the activities and inter-

actions of all its members (informal organization) will not conform strictly

to the blueprint. Once formal organizations are established, they inevitaWy

create and nourish informal organizations.

Argyris (1957) in his book Personality and Organization repeatedly makes

the point that whenever the goals, values, or norms of the informal organiza-

tion are in opposition to those of the formal, the results are disruptive.

Argyris argues for a "Reality-Centered" leadership style which should attempt

to hr5ng congruence between for;nal organization demands and informal organi-

zation needs.

On the basis of Barnard's work, one might reasonably define the formal

organization as a system of conscious, coordinated activities; whereas, the

informal organization is unconscious, indefinite, and unstructured. Barnard

showed how intimate the relationship is between the two. These theories of

Barn.rd were further developed by Herbert A. Simon (1947) in his book

Administrative Behavior. Simon expanded Barnard's ideas about authority and

tha formal organization by dealing with the way that the organization influ-

ences the decisions of the individual. Some of these modes of influence

include: authority, communication, training, efficiency, and oronizational

loyalty. Authority according to Simon involves an expectation of obedience

by one and a willingness to obey by another.

In the field of industrial management, HcC:,egor, Blake and Conton, Likert

and Argyris among other authoritie have ben conducting research and writing

about ways to bring the formal and the informal organization into a viable
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relationship. Some prominent theorists attempting to do the same thing in

educational administration have been among others Cetzels, Guba, Griffiths,

Hemphill, and Haloin.

Robert Owens ()970, p. 46) in his book Or-rani:aationa) lichavior in Schools

claims that present day views of organizations generally represent some kind

of synthesis of two earlier-held concepts: the formal organization and the

infolmal organization. He believes that we have passed through two periods

of sharply differing ideas about organizational theory and that the present

period reprents a synthocis of earlier points of views and new knowledge

(11K) undarsLanding.

The prcant view then holds that schools arc in reality comp)cx o-..gani-

zations which have two specific characteristics: the formal structure of

the organi17ation and the informal structure. Schoo3s are viewed as open

socir,1 systeaa. systms are: characterized by input-output relation-

ships with their environment and according to Griffeths (1959, pp. 116-117)

open syst(ms are further characterized by:

1. tending to maintain themselves in steady states,

2. being aelf-rearlating,

3. di.:,playing oquifinAlity; that is, identical results can be

obtained from different initial conditions,

Ii. operating, in part, throe ;h the dynamic interplay of subsystems

which operate as functional processes,

5. maintaininr in part, their steady star.ca through feedback

processes.

The Getzels-Guba (1957, pp. 413 441) model which describes the organi-

zation as a social tystem having an organizational (nemothetic) and a per-

sonal (idiographic) dimension has been used as the theoretical framework

for a number of school organizational studies. Some of these studies are

discribed by Getzels (1068) in the book ECueational /Administration as a

Social Process which he has co-authored with hiphw and Campbell. Chris

Argyris (1957, 196'4) has identified dimensions similar to the Idiographic
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and nolhothetic and has used this framework to investigate organizational

behavior in industry. The principal investigator of this proposed study has

applied Argyris' framework to the study of organizational behavior in schools

(Byrnes & Mullen, 1959).

General systems theory is designed to be an allinclusive way to view

the interrelationships among various elements and the whole in much the same

way as Gestalt psychology does. Gor(lon Hearn (1958, p. 33) states that gen-

eral system theorists believe thet it is possible to represent all forms of

animate and inanimate matter as systems. Applications of systems theory to

industrial managel;enr Les been promoted by British scholars at the Tavistock

Institute. One of the ideas growing cut of the Tavistock studies (Kate &

Rosenzweig, 1970) is that of a sociotechnical system. According to this view,

any productive organize,tion cr part thereof is a combination of tnchnology

and a social system. Technology includes task requirements, physical layout,

equipment available, and the like. The social system is the system of rela-

tionships among people who must perform the tasks.

The modern view states in essence that school organizations should be

considered as technical and as social systems interacting within a general

systems framework. Individuals in social relationships make up the psycho-

social subsystem. The general atmosphere in affected by many variables; some

integral, some peripheral. Societal culture sets an overall framework; edu-

cational mores and practices have an inpaet; and many other variables are

peculiar to the specific educational orgonization. Technology and structure

affect educational organizational productivity, as do the attitudes and

morale of the students and sta.l. !nvole.cd.

Mcdern organizatiorel thou e attcnpied a synthesis of scientific or

classical menagement and human r el- Anatai Etzioni 0954, p. 9) has
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summarized the contribution of modern theory by 'stating that it has broadened

its concern to include:

1. Both formal and informal elements of the organization and their

articulation;

2. The scope of informal groups and the relations between such

groups inside and outside the organizations;

3. Both lower and higher ranks;

4. Both social and material rewards and their effects on each other;

5. The interaction between the organization and its environment;
6. Both work and nonwork organizations.

Etzioni claims that this broader view enriches the study of any single

element by providing a context within which to place it and points of refer-

ence for judging its impol,tailce to the organization.

In claling with both the formal and inalrmal elements of thu organiza-

tion and their articulation, the theoretical model (given on page 15 of the

proposal) developed by Rensis Likert and the research which Likert's model

has gcneretcd appear to give the most productive guidance for developing the

model synthesis in school organizations. The School Organizational Develop-

ment Questionnaire (SODQ) which will be described later in this paper has

grown out of the Likert model and deals with both formal (causal) and infor-

mal (intervening) variables with both lower and higher school ranks.

Organizational Effectiveness

Systems theory is showing promise in evaluating organizations. Owens

(1970, p. 55) points out that traditionally, organizations - including schools -

have been evaluated in terms of goals set for them. Since it is a rare occa-

sion when an organization fully achieves of its goals, this goal-model

evaluation of organizations only tends to 2 the evaluation almost always

negative in tone. Etiioni (1964, pp. 16-1,) states that low effectiveness is

a general characteristic of organizations. He describes goal-model evaluation

as:
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analagous to an electrical engineer who would rate all light

bulbs "ineffective" since they convert only about 5 percent of

their electrical energy into light, the rest being wasted" on

heat [Etzioni, 196'c, pp. 16-173.

Chris Argyris (196, p. 123) uses the concept of organization effective-

ness in much the name way that Miles (1955, p. 17) and Bennis (1966, p. 44)

use the term organizational health. For Argyris effectiveness hinge's on

the organization's ability to: achieve its goals, maintain itself internally,

and adapt to its environmant. Organizational health or effectiveness accord-

ing to these writers reers to the processes through which the organization

approaches problems. ;lost of the techniques which have been used for measur-

ing the effectiveness of an organization have been characterized by some kind

of self-study approach. 0;teas (1970, p. 170) lists scale of the kinds of sur-

vey data which would be meaningful to the study of organizational health of

schools;

1. How decisions are made and how they should he made

2. Morale

3. The relationships between teachers and principals

4. How the school relates to the community

5. Communication - its adequacy and clarity

6. Organizational climate

7. How satisfied people arc with their roles in the school and why

8. Goals of the school and how to interpret them.

The system model for evaluating effectiveness adds a dimension which has

been largely neglected; i.e., an examination of the operating relationships

that must exist in order for the organization to function effectively. This

means that there is a need to establish the organizational processes which

determine the effectiveness ot the operating relationships.

To date, it does not appear that such processes have been established

and tested in educational organizations. The instrumentation available to

even study any aspect of eri;anizational effectiveness is almost completely

lacking. The Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire developed by
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Halpin and Croft (1963) and Stern- Steinhoff (Steinhoff, 1965) Organiza-

tional Climate Inde:( repmF the major techniques available for assessing

the organkationel climate schools in a systematic way. The Organizational

Climate Description Questionnaire has generated hundreds of studies in this

country and many abroad, but these studies have boon primarily correlational

in nature. In addition, Halpin and Croft give no hint as to what might he

done in a particular situation in order to attain a desirable clinate.

Andrew Hayes (1972, p. 6) in his recent study "A Reappraisal of the Organiza-

tional Climate Description Questionnaire° states that the OCDQ does not seem

to ba applicable to urban schools. Hayes also points out that the OCPQ items

which are meant to be indicators of a construct are beginning to be inadcquete

because of the passage of time. Great changes have occurred in the schools

and in society since the OCDQ was constructed. A process such as decision-

making never changes, but a particular example of a decision made by a school

administrator can only be reacted to in relationship to the situation and

tine in which it occurs. Some of the same criticisms of time binding" items

and the question of how the information obtained might be useful for increas-

ing the effectiveness of the organization are also applicable to the Stern-

Steinhoff Organizational Climate Index. Some other cautions have been raised

about the use of the OCDQ. Watkins (1968, pp. 46-60) and also Carver and

Sergiovanni (1969) point out that this instrument was developed for elemen-

tary schools and may not be appropriate for other school settings. The instru-

ment tends not to be valid for large elementary schools and certainly not for

large secondary schools. It is argued that the referent-point principal needs

to be changed to someone closer to the teachers.

An additional problem related to detrning organizational cffcctivonens

in schools with the existin3 instrunencs is that none of these instruments
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even attempt to measure the effect that the school organization has on

students. It may well he that student organizational dysfunction is of far

greater significance to the school organization than that of any other group

in the school.

Another problem with the existing instruments is that they focus pri-

marily on the climate of the school, but fail to take into account that the

climate of a particular school is certainly strongly influenced by the total

school system climate. There is a need to consider the organizational health

of the total system as well as the health of the subsystems.

In order to deal more effectively with organizational health, it seems

now, that a systcns approach in the most appropriate. In taking a sy&tems

approach students need to he included in the population which is being sur-

veyed and some attempt needs to be made to approach the examination of organi-

zational effectiveness through critical processes rather than "time-binding"

acts which in a fast changing society become archaic as soon as they are

stated.

Rensis Likert's Hodel for Increasing Organizational Effectiveness

Over a period of many years Likert has been conducting research in

industry about factors in the structural, psycho-social, and managerial sub-

systems which contribute to increased organizational effectiveness. He

describes this research and some of the results obtained in two books - Neu

Patterns of Vanagement (1961) and The Heman Orclanieation (1967).

Based upon the principle and practices of the managers who are achieving

the best results, Likert (1961, pp. 07-118) reveals a newer theory of organi-

zation and management. The following section contains an abstract of sane of

the overall characteristics of Likert's theory and a general integrating

principle which lie feels cnn Le useful in attempts to apply it.
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The highest producing managers use all of the technical resources of the

classical theories of management as completely as do the low producing mana-

gers, but in quite different ways. The difference is that high producing

managers use motives which they believe are important to influencing human

behavior; whereas the low producing managers more often use direction, control,

and motivation through the exercise of their status authority and the appli-

cation of hierarchial and other economic pressures. In essence, by tapping

the full strength of all ego, economic and group motives, the high producing

managers have developed their orgenizations into highly motivated, coopera-

tive social systems wherein members of the organization pull concertedly

toward comxonly accepted &eels which they have helped to establish.

Now do these high-producing managers do this? One clue gathered from

the data shows that treating people as '!human beings" rather than "cogs in

a machine" is a variable highly related to the attitudes and motivation of

the subordinate at every level in the organization.

Likert (1961, p. 102) shows through his studies and points out that simi-

lar data from other studies reveal that subordinates react favorably to

experiences which they feel are supportive and contribute to their sense of

importance and personal. worth. Likert also points out that these findings aro

supported by substantial research on personality development and group

behavior. Everyone wants to feel that he has a place in the world and deserver

appreciation, recognition, influence, a feeling of accomplishment, and a sense

of dignity and importance with other people. According to Likert research

findings indicate that the gee 11 patterns of operations of the high pro-

ducing managers more often re: :et the following characteristics:

1. A preponderance of favorable attitudes on the part of each

member of the organization toward all the other members,

toward superiors, toward the work, toward the organization -

toward all aspects of the job. These favorable attitudes
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reflect a high level of mutual confidence and trust through-

out the organization. The members feel a high degree of

identification with the organization and its objectives and

a high sense of involvement in achieving them. As a con-

sequence, the performance goals are high and dissatisfaction

may occur whenever achievement fall short of goals set.

2. This highly motivated, cooperative orientation toward the

organization and its objectives is achieved by capitalizing

on all the major motivational forces which exist in an

organizational setting. Reliance is not placed solely on

the economic motive of buying a man's time and using con-

trol and authority as the organizing and coordinating

principle of the organization. On the contrary, the

following motives are all used fully and in such a way

that they function in a cumulative and reinforcing manner

and yield favorable attitudes:

.. The ego motives.

.. The security motives.

Curiosity, creativity, and the desire for now experiences.

.. The economic motives.

By tapping all the motives which yield fovorable and

cooperative attitudes, maximum motivation oriented toward

realizing the organization's goals, as well as the needs

of each member of the organization, is achieved.

3. The successful organization consists of a tightly knit,

effectively functioning social system. This social system

is made up of interlocking work groups with a high degree

of group loyely among the members and favorable attitudes

and trust between superiors and subordinates. Sensitivity

to others and skill in personal interaction and the func-

tioning of groups are also preeent. These skills permit

effective perticipation in decisions on coon problems.

Caemunication is efficient and effective. There is a flow

from one part of the organisation to another of all the

relevant information important for each decision and action.

The leadership in the crganization hae developed a highly

effective social eystem for interaction, and mutual influence.

4. Measurements of organizational performance are used pri-

marily for self-guidance rather than for superimposed con-

trol. Participation and involvement in decisions is a

habitual part of the leadership processes. This kind of

decision making requires the sharing of available measure-

ments and if additional information or measurements are

needed, steps are taken to obtain them.

High producing menagers use the above mentioned motivating forces and

other processes by recognizing that they ere likely to be discerning and

reinforcing when each individual in the organization feels that his
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interactions with others are of such a character that they convey to the

individual a feeling of support and recognition for his importance and worth

as a person.

A only is it important to use relevant motives, but it is also essen-

tial to recognize that an individual's reaction to any situation is always a

function, not of the absolute character of the interaction, but of his per-

ception of it. It is how he sees things that count, not objective reality

[Likert, 1961, p. 102)." Individuals in an organization interpret inter-

actions between themselves and the organization in terms of their background

and culture, their experience and expectations.

The principle of supportive relationships stated by Likert is:

The leadership and other processes of the organization must

be such as to insure a maximum probability that in all inter-

actions and all relationships with the organization each member

will, in light of his backaround, va)ues, and expectations, view

the experience as supportive and one which builds and maintains

his sense of personal worth and importance (Lihert, 1961, p. 1031.

What Likert and others have been discovering through research studies

is that the supportive-participative management system achieves higher, or

at least equal, productivity levels with fewer of the resentments, hostili-

ties, grievances and breakdowns inherent in management systems using the

traditional principles of administration.

In light of these findings Likert raises an important question.

If this pattern is so consistent, why is it that the

majority of supervisors, managers, and top company officers

have not arrived at these same conclusions based upon their

own experiences [Likert, 1961, p. 61)?

His answer is that most organizations deal with inadequate measurement pro-

cesses. Organizations too often secure measurements dealing only with end

result variables such as production, sales, profits and percentab s of net

earnings to sales. Likert states that there is another class of variables
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which significantly influence the end result ones. The other variables are

seriously neglected in present measurement practices.

The organizational variables are defined by Likert in the following

manner.

Causal variables include the structure of the organization

and mlnagement's policies, decisions, business and leadership

strategies, skills and behavior.

The "intcrvcnive variables reflect the internal state and

health of the organization, e.g., the loyalties, attitudes,

motivations, performance goals, and perceptions of all members

and th,:ir collective capacity 2cr efftntive interaction, ccm-

munication, and decision meking.

The "end-result" variables are dependent variables which

reflect the achievements of the orgnization, such as its

productivity, costs, scrap loss, and earnings [Likert, 1967,

p. 29].

The interrelationships of these variables are portrayed by Likert

(1967, p. 75) on the attached form. (See Form A.) According to Likert

(1967, pp. 76-77) the causal variables can be altered or modified and they

are independent variables. The intervening variables are produced largely

by the causal variables and they in turn have an influence upon the end -

result variables. Likert (1967, p. 77) also claims that the variables as

shown schematically on Form A reveal a direction of causality and the impor-

. tance of an especially important variable, time.



Causal.

Variables

Intervening

Variables

.11nd-Result

varLables

FORM A

If as manaocr has

Well-organized plan of oreration

High performance goals

High technical competence

and if the manayr manages v5.a:

SYSTEMS 1 or 2

(direct pressure for

results, including carrot

and stick and other prac-

tices of the traditional

system)

_______ .;

Less group loyalty

Lower performance goals

Greater con;71ict and less

cooperation

Less technical assistance

to peers

Greater feeling of unrea-

sonable pressure

Less favorable attitudes

toward superiors

Lower motivation to produce

15

SYSTEM 4

(stresses the ih.portance and

dignity of individuals, group

wethods of supervision and

overlapping groups involved

in decision-making)

hi; or-,anizatien will disllay:

Greater group loyalty

Airher performance goals

Greater cooperation

More technical assistance to

peers

Less feeling of unreasonable

pressure

More favorable attitudes

toward superiors

Higher motivation to produce

and his organization will reach:

Lower production levels

Higher costs of production

Lower quality of product

Less satisfacticn to members

of the organization and to

the public it serves

Higher production levels

Lower cost of production

Higher quality of product

Greater satisfaction to members

of the organization aad to

the public it serves

Likert, R., The human organization: Its management and value,

New York: McGraw Hill, 190, p. 76.
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To get a more accurate picture of organizational health and productivity,

it is important to be able to show what is happening with regard to the

causal variables such as management philosophy, supervisory behavior, and

organizational structure; intervening variables such as attitudes, expecta-

tions and motivational forces; and end-result variables such as program, cost

and achievement. Likert (1967, Appendix II, pp. 197-211) has developed a

"Profile of Organizational Characteristics" which plot eight organizational

processes and sub-categories for each along a continuum ranging from System

I (exploitive- authoritarian) to System II (benevolent-authoritarian) to

System III (consultative) to System IV (participative). The processes and

sub-categories as listed below are identified by Liert (1067, p. 143) as

being causal, largely causal or intervening.

1. Leadership processes used

1.1 Extent to which superiors have confidence Causal

and trust in subordinates
-

1.2 Extent to which subordinates in turn have Intervening;

confidence and trust in superiors

1.3 Extent to which superiors display suppor- Causal

tive behavior toward others

1.4 Extent to which superiors behave so that Causal_ -
subordinates feel free to discuss iripor-

tent things about their jobs with their

immediate surerier

1.5 Extent to w:lich iwediate superior in solving Causal

job problems generally tries to get subordi-

nates ideas and opinions and make construc-

tive use of them

2. Character of motivational forces

2.1 Underlying motives tapped Causal

2.2 Manner in which motives are used Causal

2.3 Kinds of attitudes developed toward

organization and its goals

Intervening

2.4 Extent to which motivatioaal forces con-

filet with or reinforce one another

Intervenin!,/

2.5 Amount of responsibility felt by each

member of organization for achieving

organization's goals

Intervening_

2.6 Attitudes touard other members of the

organization

Intervening

2.7 Satisfaction derived Interveninl%
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3. Character of communication process

3.1 Amount of interaction and coomunicaiion aimed

at achieving organization's objectives
Intervening

3.2 Direction of information flow tnterVening
------------

3.3 Downward communication

3.31 Where initiated Intervening
3.32 Extent to which superiors willingly

share information with subordinates

Causal

3.33 Extent to which communications are

accepted by subordinates

Intervening

3.4 Upward communication

3.41 Adequacy of upward communication via

line organization

3.42 Subordinates' feeling of responsibility

for initiating accurate upward commuvi-

cation

3.43 Perces leading to accurate or distorted

informacion upward

3.44 Accuracy of upward communication via

line

3.45 Need for supplementary upward communi-

cation system

3.5 Sideward communication, its adequacy and

accuracy

3.6 Psychological closeness of superiors to

subordinates (i.e., friendliness between

superiors and subordinates)

3.61 How well does superior know and under-

stand problems faced by subordinates

3.62 slow accurate are the perceptions by

superiors and subordinates of each other

4. Character of inter-action-influence process

4.1 Amount and character of interaction

4.2 Amount of cooperative teamwork present

4.3 Extent to which subordinates can

influence the goals, methods, and

activity of their units and departments

4.31 As seen by superiors

4.32 As seen by subordinates

4.4 Amcunt of actual influence which superiors

can exercise over the goals, activities,

and methods of their units and departments

4.5 Extent to which an effective structure exists

enabling one part of organization to exert

influence upon other parts

5. Character of decision-making nrocess

5.1 At what level in organisation arc decisions

formerly made?

5.2 How adequate and accurate is the information

available for decision making at the place

where decisions are made?

Intervening

Intervening

Intervening_
----------

Intervening

Interveninp

Largely Causal

Intervenieg

Intervening

Largely Causal

Intervening

Interveniny,

Intervening

Intervening

Intervening

Causal

Larrell Causal

Intervening?



5.3 To what extent are decision makers aware of

problems, particularly those at lower levels

in the organization?

5.4 Extent to which technical and professional

knowle.le is used in decision raking

5.5 Are decisions made at the best level in

the organization as far as

5.51 Availability of the most adequate and

accurate information bearing on the

decision

S.52 The motivational consequences (i.e.,

does the decision making; process help

to create the necessary motivations

in those persons who have to carry

out the decision?)

5.6 To what extent are subordinates involved

in decisions related to their work?

5.7 Is decision making ba3ed on man-to-man or

group pattern of operation? Does it

encourage or discourage teamwork?

6. Character of goal netting; or ordering

6.1 Manner in which usually dcne

6.2 To what extent do the different

hierarchial levels tend to strive for

high perfo:.mance goals?

6.3 Are there forces to accept, resist, or

reject goals?
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Intervening

Intervening

Intervening

Intervening----------1

Largely Causal

Largely Causal

Causal

Intervening

Intervening

7 Character of control processes

7.1 At what hierarchial levels in organization Largely Casual

does major or primary concern exist with

regard to the p3rfomance of the control

function?

7.2 How accurate are the nee; surements and infor- Intervening

ration used to guide and perform the control

function, and to what extent do forces exist

in the organization to distort and falsify

this information?

7.3 Extent to which the review and control Largely Causal

functions are concentrated

7.4 Extent to which there is an informal Intervening

organization present and supporting or

opposing goals of formal organization

7.5 Extent to which control data (e.g., Intervening

accounting, productivity, cost, etc.) are

used for self- guidance or group problem

solving by managers and non-supervisory

employees, or used by superiors in a punitive,

policing manner



8. Perfomance goals and training;

8.1 Level of perfo,..'mance goals which superiors seek

to have organization achieve

8.2 };::tent to which you have been given the manage-

ment training you desire

8.3 Adequacy of training resources provided to

assist you in training your suho:xlinates

Likert has used these above variables to develop an instrument called the

"Likert Profile of a School." Hall (1072, pp. 586-590) recently reported a

study which compares the Halpin and Croft's organizational climates and

Likert and Likert's organizational systems. Hall's firdings are inter-

esting to note in this conparison.
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Intervening

Intervening

Intervening

The positively signifieLnt r,qationship found between

orgarizational climacs classified by the OCDO and orani-

zational syste-fls classified by the Profile of a Echool sup-

ports the concept that the organizational model from which

the 02DQ was developed is comparable to that from which the

Profile of a Sc'ool wits developed..

It appears that o:ganizationnl structures do differ

along certain lines, which supports attempts to classify

them. All of the schools classified by the OM as open

were classified as either system III or system IV by the

Likert Profile, but only nice of the thirty schools clas-

sified as closed by the OCDQ belonged to systems I sand' II

according to the Likert Analysis of avail-

able data gave no explanation for these phenomena (Hall,

1972, p. 5893.

The important contribution of the Likert model, however, does not lie

in it being able to discriminate whether a school organization is a system

I, II, III, or IV type, but its value is that it can permit diagnosis of

dysfunctions of a system and provide direction for the development of

organization health. The Likert organizational model is an open systems

one, it meets almost all eight areas for data gathering called for by

Owens (1970, p. 170) and listed on page 8 of this paper. Even more impor-

tantly, by.c_d on over 20 years of research by Likert and his associates,

it ident; . organizational processes which can provide direction for

improving .;,:tnizational effectiveness.
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The School Organizational Development Questonnaire -SODQ

The writer of this paper began in the summer of 1970 to develop an

instrument based upon the Likert model. The purpose for the development

of such an instrument vas not to characterize the climate of schools, but

it was to develop an instrument which could be used to find out where the

discrepancies are in critical organizational processes and at what level

and with which groups in the school organization. The notion is that diag-

nosis can provide clues to treatment. This notion is not dissimilar to

the medical approach to health and treatment of sickness. The theoretical

underpinnings for this idea of the need for diagnosis in the realm of

organizational behavior coelee from Chris Argyris (1904, p. 67).

Let us pause to make it clear that we are not suggesting

that all organizations suppress individuals' self-expression

nor that all individuals desire psychological euceens. The

basic hypothesis is that the orgenieatien will tend to develop

unintended consequences when there is a lack of congruency between

individual needs and organizational demands. Although arc have

focused on the incongruency between the need for psychological

success and the requirements of the lower levels of organization,

this is not tha only possible incongruency. We predict the same

unintended consequences will occur'if the individual does not

desire to experience psychological success and the organization

requires an individual to do so.

On the other hand, the unintended adaptive activities already

discussed should not tend to exist nherc there is a significant

degree of congruency between individual needs and organizational

demands - for example, if the individual does need to experience

psychological success and the organization requires it and if

the individual does not desire to experienee psychological

success and the organization makes it difficult to do so.

Another.notion that the investigator had was that students comprised

the majority population in echool msganizations and that any measure of

organizational effectiveness :euet include an attempt to investigate

incongruencies or discrepancies between student needs and organizational

demands. We are all too familiar with the adaptive behaviors and perhaps

have not begun to realize fully the unintended consequences that school
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organizations are causing because of the neglect of including students in

our organizational studies. If organizational theory is even close to

mirroring reality when it stresses the importance of the informal organiza-

tion, then we can ill afford to ignore the fact that students play a major

role in determining the effectiveness of a school organization.

Another impetus underlying the dovclopment of a diagnostic organiza-

tional instrument and for including students in the study cf the school

organization came from the literature dealing with "OD", Organizational

Development. Lewin (1058, pp. 107-211) laid the grcundwork for an evolving

managerial change strategy called organizational development when he devel-

oped the notion that inedvidual and group change is most effective s'h'in

norms and standards regulating member behavior are changed. Bennis (1969,

p. 2) defines organivc,tion 0.evolopment as a complex educational strategy

intended to change the beliefs, attitudes, values, and structure of organi-

zations so that they can better adapt to new technologies, markets, chal-

lenges and the dizzying rate of change itself. He believes that through

the collection and feedback of relevant data to relevant people, more

choices become available and hence better decisions are made. Organization

development is the name that Beckhard (1969, p. 7) and others are attaching

to total-system, plannel-change efforts for coping with some of the current

problems facing managers in modern organizational life. The strategies used

by OD agents are: diagnosis, foci of attention with relevant groups and

intervention.

Using these concepts of total system involvement (including students)

and the need to diagnose malfunctions in the organizational processes devel-

oped by Likert, the writer constructed tic first version of the SODQ.

He started by taking each of the fifty-one statements about system IV in the

Likert "Profile of Organizational Characteristics" and restating these items
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so as to be applicable to school situations. Pretests were conducted and

the instrument was readied to be tried out in a public school system.

An organization development project was initiated in two Georgia school

systems and as a part of this CD effort the SOLO was administered to all

students in grades 7 through 12 and all certified staff in each of the school

systems. These were both rural school systems in the mid-eastern portion of

the state. A total of 2,640 students and 712 certified staff responded to

the SODQ. An oblique rotational factor analytic treatment was applied to the

data supplied by these two school systems. Of the eight theorized factors

in the Likert mcdel, five could be identified from factor analysis of the

SON responses.

The instrument was revised on the basis of the factor analysis in the

fall of 1971 by deleting items not identifiable with one of the five factors.

The instrument was used again in another schcol system. In this project,

1,954 students (grades 7-12) and 502 certified staff responded to the SODQ.

The oblique rotational factor analytic treatment was again applied. Again,

the remaining item scores loaded in a pattern defining five factors as before.

In order to get at a further breakdown in data analysis to include

subjects and departments, the format of the SODQ was revised and the instru-

ment was again tested in the spring of 1972. This time a single high school

was choosen in the north-western section of the state. The SODQ was admin-

istered to 344 students randomly selected from grades 9-12 from various

subject areas and departments of the school. The total certified staff (44)

also took the SODQ in this modified form.

The SODQ has Leen given a limited field test as described in the situa-

tions above. The purposes of the field tests have been two fold. One pur-

pose has been to teet the use of the instrument in providing data which

school systems can use to plan interventions which help increase their effec-

tiveness as school organizations. In each case the data from the SODQ did
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give information which was useful in deecribing-dysfunctional organizational

processes at specific organizational levels. The investigator was also able

to use the Likert model to make suggestions about interventions which might

be useful to increase organizational effectiveness. No attempt has been

made to do follow up studies in these systems. The other purpose of the

field tests was developmental by design. Through the use of the SODQ in the

studies described above, it was hoped that the instrument could be developed

and readied for a broader use and application.

The SODQ in its present form can be seen in an appendix of this paper.

Three of the original eight organizational processes are presented below as

"Overarching Processes." The remaining five of the original eight are

described as "Processes Tapped by the School Organizational Development

Questionnaire." The Likort System IV items are listed and a summary of the

factor structure of the SODQ with factor loadings for items is given.

Organizational Processes to be Considered in Developing

School Organizations

I. Overarching Processes

1.0 Goal Setting or Ordering

1.1 wanner - except in emergencies, goals are established by means

of group participation including community participation

1.2 high performance goals - high goals sought by all levels with

lower levels sometimes pressing for higher goals than top

levels

1.3 acceptance of goals - both overtly and covertly

2.0 Motivational Forces

2.1 full use of economic, ego and other motives

2.2 manner goals are reached - rather than through fear and sup-

pression, power is used to develop independence

2.3 kinds of at - favorable to achieving organizational

goals

2.4 reinforcing forces rather than conflicting ones - "Win-Win"

2.5 amount of responsibility felt for achieving organizational

goals

2.6 attitudes toward other feembers of organization



3.0 Performance Goals and Training

3.1ijW1 Ofp6i.T6rmance goals which supervisors seek to have

organization achieve -extremely high goals

3.2 trainim; - receive a great deal of training of kind help-
ful and desired

3.3 adequacy of training resources - excellent resources are

provided

II. Processes Tapped by the School Organizational Development Questionnaire

1,0 Leadership Process

1.1 confidence and trust in subordinates

1.2 confidence and trust in superiors

1.3 superiors display supportive behavior

1.4 superiors beh:ive so subordinates feel free to discuss

1.5 superiors try to get ideas

Items in SODO
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.467

.502

.608

.652

.919

12 Items

1.

4.

5.

9.

11.

- 1, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 10, 23, 26, 32, 35

Your leaders have faith and trust in you. Causal

Your leaders work with you in such a way that you Causal

like to do what they expect you to do.

You have faith and trust in your leaders;

Your leaders treat you in ways which make you feel Causal

important.

Your leaders know how it is from your point of view. Causal

.654 13. You know Low things are from your leaders' point of

view.

.695 15. You feel close to your leaders.

.695 18. You feel friendly with your leaders.

.620 23. You share your feelings with your leaders.

.620 26. You share your problems with your leaders.

.420 32. Your leaders share their feelings with you. Largely Causal

.420 35. Your leaders share their problems with you. Largely Causal

2.0 Interaction - Influence Process

2.1 extensive, friendly high confidence and trust

2.2 substantial cooperative team work

2.3 subordinates can influence goals, methods and activities

2.31 great deal as seen by superiors

2.32 great amount through formal and informal as seen

by subordinates

2.4 amount of influence which superiors can exercise over

goals, activity and methoda

2,5 highly effective structure enabling influence in all

direst ions

Factor loadings
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Items in SODQ

7 Items - 2, 6, 16, 24, 31, 36, 39

.877 2. Team work is used to improve things. Causal

.743 6. Your leaders use what they know about "how

you are doing" to help you improve.

Causal

.813 16. Your leaders leave you free to control your

behavior.

.390 24. You are able to improve things.

.411 31. You have the chance to show concern for

others.

.411 36. You are encouraged to give help to others

to make things better.

,439 39. High standards are set. Causal

3.0 Decision-Making Frocess

3.1 decision making widely done throughout organization

although well integrated through linking process of

overlapping groups

3.2 complete and accurate information based on measure-

ment at the place where decisions are made

3.3 decision. 'rakers aware of problems particularly those

in lo17er levels of organization

3.4 decisions made at the best level in the organization

as far as

3.41 availability of the most adequate and accurate

information hearing on the decision - group

decision processes tend to push decisions to

point where information is most adequate or

to pass relevant information to the decision

making point

3.42 decision making process helps to create the

necessary motivations in those persons who

have to carry out the decisions

3.5 technical and professional knowledge anywhere in the

organization is used in decision making

3.6 subordinates are involved fully in all decisions

related to their work

3.7 decision making largely based on group pattern,

encourages teamwork

Items in SODQ

.518

11 Items - 3, 7, 10, 17, 19, 21, 27, 30, 33, 37, 40

3. You can take part in improving things.

.383 7, The way decisions are made helps you to feel part

of a team.

Causal

.732 10. You take a part in making decisions which affect

you.

Causal

.485 17. You share in having control. Causal

* Factor loadings
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.723 19. You feel that you can bring about changes

in policies.

.723 21. You can bring about changes in how things

are done.

.723 27. You can bring about chanres in what is done.

.714 30. Things which affect you are developed by you

or others in your peer group.

.517 33. You communicate with leaders to help improve

things.

.741 37. Decisions are made by those close to the problem

source.

.428 40. Things are organized so that your views help

frame decisions.

Causal

Causal.

Causal

4.0 Control Process

1471---Te.ver atywhich concern for control function operates -

concern for performance of control functions likely to

be felt throughout organization

4.2 accuracy of measurements used to guide control function -

strong pressures to obtain complete and accurate informa-

tion to tuide own behavior and behavior of own and

related work groups; hence information and measurements

tend to b3 complete and accurate

4.3 concentration of. control functions - review and control

done at all levels with lower units at times imposing

more vigorous reviews and tighter controls than top

management

4.4 informal organization - informal and formal organiza-

tions are one and the same; hence all social forces

supp)rt efforts to achieve organization's goals

4.5 extent to which control data (accounting, productivity,

cost, achievement, etc.) are used for self-guidance

and for coordinated problem solving and guidance, not

used punitively

Items in SODQ

6 Items - 14, 25, 29, 141, 44

.603 14. You accept the standards set for you.

,698 25. You try fo reach expected standards.

.423 29. You treat your leaders in ways which cau..- :Hem to

feel that you trust them.

.625 41. You givr_s true information about yourself or leaders.

44. Your pv,1 accept the standards set.

5.0 CcmnunicaticT ,ress
5.1 araoint interaction and communication aimed at achieving

organizations objectives - with individuals and groups

5.2 direction of information flow

5.21 down, up and with peers

*
Factor loadings
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5.3 downward communication

5.31 initiated at all levels

5.32 superiors willingly shave information

5.33 communications generally accepted but if not-

openly questioned

5.4 upward communication

5.41 a great deal

5.42 considerable responsibility felt by all

5.43 powerful forces to communicate accurately upward

5.44 accurate information upward not just what boss

wants to hear

5.45 no need for spy system or other

5.5 sideward communication good; no competition between peers

5.6 friendliness between superiors and subordinates

5.61 superior knows and understands problems

5.62 superiors and subordinates perceive and understand

each other accurately

Items in SON

9 Items - 8, 12, 20, 22, 20, 34, 38, 42, 43

.499 8. Facts from those who "KNOW" are used to make

decisions.

.540 12.- You or your peers take part to help make decisions.

. 537 20. Ideas for ways to improve things come from all

concerned.

.582 22. When your leaders know your ideas they try to Causal

use them.

. 501 28. Your leaders provide opportunity to work with Causal

your peers in close and friendly ways.

.614 34. Your leaders try to got your ideas. Causal

.530 38. The people who make decisions which affect you are

aware of the things you face.

.534 42. Your leaders try to get you to reach high standards. Causal

.490 43. You give true information about yourself to your

leaders.

Factor loadings

Purpose of Study Presently Being Conducted

The general purpose of the present study being initiated is to determine

the nature of the school organizational processes as measured by the School.

Organizational Development Questionnaire (SODA) across the wide spectrum of

different school organizations. More specifically, the study intends:

1. To investigate,-in a number of se,00l systems of various sizes in

various regions of the United Sti-.-! -,, discrepancies in school
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organizational processes at various levels of the school

system and with different segments of the school population. .

2. To provide participating institutions with the result of the

study for their own purposes in school organizational develop-

ment.

3. To provide the documentation necessary for replicating the

study.

4. To determine the measurement characteristics of t,e SODQ; i.e.,

answers to questions of reliability and validity.

It is not within the scope of the present study to deal with relation-

ships of the SODQ with instructional outcomes, developmental phenomena,

learning processes, personality variables, or socialization phenomena. How-

ever, when this study is conpleted in 1976 and the measurement characteris-

tics of the SODQ have been determined on a national representative sample,

there is a need to use such an instrument to deal with relationships to

learning outcomes and other related variables. any of us have long sus-

pected that these relationships between organizational settings and learning

productivity are vital but lack of proper instrumentation has kept research

from advancing in these areas.
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SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(SODQ)

by

David J. Mullen

and

Thomas M. Goolsby, Jr.
University of Georgia

Athens, Georgia 30602

Form A Public Schools

TO THE RESPONDENT:

The most important part of any organization is the people who make it up. Researchers have

discovered that there are certain organizational processes such as confidence and trust in leadership,

communication, decisionmaking, etc. which affect the success of that organization in achieving its

goals.

This questionnaire (the SODQ) is constructed and administered to determine how you feel these

key processes are handled in this organization and how you think they should be handled. There are

no right or wrong answers. The information provided by the questionnaire will be used by your school

to see where the majority of the people in this situation think improvement needs to be made.

The SODQ is intended to be completely confidential. Results will be summarized for groups,

faculty, students, etc. In no instance will responses of individuals be reported. The questionnaire

should ordinarily not take any longer than 50 minutes to complete.
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This questionnaire is based upon Rensis Likert's "Profile of Organizational Characteristics."

Likert, R. The Human Organization: Its Management and Value. New York: McGraw Hill,

1961, pp. 197.21i .



Use only a soft lead pencil to blacken the circle that

shows your answer. Do not make any other marks

on this questionnaire. Erase all mistakes completely.

100. Subject area or department - Mark one

Students: Mark the subject area as directed by

the person administering this questionnaire.

Teaching Staff: Mark the subject area in which
you teach 3 or more classes. (Self-contained
classroom teachers or those teaching less

than 3 classes in an area mark the area of
your greatest interest.)

0 Language Arts - Reading, English, Spelling,

Literature, Writing, Speech, Foreign Lan-

guage, Library Science, etc.

0 Social Studies - History, Gov't., Political
Science, Philosophy, Geography, Psychol-

ogy, etc.

0 Science - General Science, Physical Science,
Earth Science, Chemistry, Physics, etc.

0 Mathematics - General Math, Consumer Math,
Algebra, Trigonometry, Geometry, etc.

0 Health, P.E., Safety - Drug Education, Health,
Physical Education, Driver Education, etc.

0 Home & Industrial Arts Home Economics,
Child Care, Foods, Clothing, Cosmetology,

Drafting, Metal, Wood, Electricity, Mechanics,
etc.

O Vocational Educational Bookkeeping,

Typing, Shorthand, Agriculture, VOT,
DCT, Career Education, etc.

O Fine Arts Art, Music, Drama, Ceramics, Band,
Orchestra, Choir, etc.

101. Position Mark the one that best
describes your role.

c Student

0 Teacher
0 Area Coordinator or Dept. Head
0 Other certified staff (principal, asst.

principal, counselor, librarian, etc.)

O Non - certified staff (teacher aide, etc.)

102. Race or Family Background - Mark one

O Black 0 American Indian
0 White 0 Puerto Rican
0 Oriental 0 Mexican American

0 Cuban

103. Sex

0 Male
0 Female

104. Age - Mark age at last birthday.

Students Staff
0 10 0 Under 20
0 11 0 20 to 29
0 12 0 30 to 39
0 13 0 40 to 49
0 14 0 50 to 59
0 15 CD 60 or over
0 16
0 17 or over

STUDENTS Only

105. Mark your grade

05 0 9
06 010
0 7 0 11
0 8 0 12

STAFF Only

106. Years of Experience in Education

0 Under 5 years
0 5 to 9 years
0 10 to 19 years
0 20 or more years

If you have not written the name of the school,
city and gee on top of the front cover, please
do that now before you continue.

Page 2 STOP! Please sit quietly.



DIRECTIONS

STUDENTS:

Subject Area
Answer all items at the subject area level. Mark to show how you feel things are and how the teacher acts

in the subject (Lang. Arts, Social Stud les, Science, Math, etc.) which you checked in item 100 on p. 2.

Overall School

Answer all items at the overall school principal level. Mark to show how you feel things are in the overall

school and how those who run the school, especially the principal and his staff, act.
C

OVerali 40* :
ItiniS it I 611Ciali0

,system levet andhoW

TEACHERS:

Subject Area

Mark to show how you feel things are in this department and how the area coordinator (leader) acts id( the
subject area which you checked In item 100 on p. 2. (Do not respond if you do not have an area corirdlnatig,

Overall School

Answer all items at the overall school principal level. Mark to show how you feel things are in the overall

school and how those who run the school, especially the principal and his staff, act.

dent leyo: Mark to show how you feel .thing

dlr j4i,abOve the principal

IlYtta,!!.401,
lAteivA

.44030:41

AREA COORDINATORS, DEPT. HEADS, OTHER CERTIFIED, AND NON-CERTIFIED STAFF:

Overall School

Answer all items at the overall school principal level. Mark to show how you feel things are in 1..%: o, tall

school and how those who run the school, especially the principal, act.

Otr041,S:**.
Arcsyver lA

001,100-1:WCO;$

PRINCIPAL:

Oitel(alt Sy-01M

Answer
0 -SysleM10:44',Ajfd.

You are to mark each statement for the level that applies to you (see above) like the example below. When you are
not sure about a statement at a level for either part (is or should be) then mark your answer as "I Don't Know."

Respond to the shaded columns us follows:

Students 0 0
Tea,:hers 0 0
Area Coot_

Other Cert. 0
Non-Cco. 0

Statement---------

OVERALL SCHOOL

PRINCIPAL

LEVEL

Your leaders* provide chances for 0 0 0 0
to work with peers" inyou your

friendly ways shcsuld be 0 0
I

OC010

The example above is marked to show that leaders (principal and his staff) provide chances for you to work with your

peers in friendly ways "Sometimes" at the OVERALL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL LEVEL but they should try to provide

chances 'Very Often."

*Leaders: OVERALL SYSTEM SUPERINTMDENT LEVEL The person and his staff directly above the principal.

OVERALL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL LEVEL The principal and his staff.

SUBJECT AREA (Students only) The teacher(s) for the subject which you checked in

item IOU on p. 2.

DEPARTMENT LEVEL (Teachers only) The area coordinator or dept. head for the subject
checked on p. 2.

*Peers.: Those people who are In the same type of position as you in this school. (Student peers ate other students.)

Remember, use only a soft lead pencil and erase completely. Don't make any marks other than your answers on this booklet.

Any questions? You may turn the page and been work.
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Statement

SUBJECT AREA OVERALL SCHOOL 7I5VAILL
OR DEPARTMENT PRINCIPAL

LEVEL LEVEL

SYSTE

001INITENDENT
LEVEL

'i '34 liks 1.° t
°4, S%% " to

4 s

I. Your leaders have faith and trust in
you.

is CD CD 0 0 0 0 CD 0 0 0 CD C) CD CD 0

shou/d be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0_ ..._
2. Tear.ov. is used to improve

thing,.
is 00000000000 0 0 o o

should be 0 0 0 0 0 CD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3. You can take part in improving

things.

is 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0

4. Your leaders work with you in
such a way that you like to do

is 0 0 0 CD CD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
what they expect you to do. should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5. You hilve faith and trust in your
leaders.

is 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6. Your leaders use what they know

about "how you are doing's to
is 0 0 0 0 CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD CD 0

help you improve. should be 0 0 0000000000000
..

Decisions are male through team-
work.

is 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .6 CD 0 CD 0

should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8. Facts from those who KNOW are

used to make decisions.
is 000000000000000

:. , ..

should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9. Your leaders treat you in ways

which make you feel important.
is CD 0 CD CO CD 0 0 0 0 0 CD CD CD CD

should be0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1::), 6 o o Q
to. You take a part in making decisions

which affect you.
is 0 0 CD CD CD 0 0 0 0 0 0 CD 0 0 CD

should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i I. Your leaders know how it is

from your point of view.
i CD CD CD 0 CD CD CD C) CD 0 0 C)

-

-,:p c) C;?

should be CO CD Q CD CD CD 0 CD CD CD 0. 0000
12. You or your peers take part

to help make decisions.
is 000000000003 3C 000

should be 0000000000' c0ø
13. You know how things are is ol0006c10660 0 0 0

from your leaders' point of
view. should be 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.

Page 4 Co on to next page.
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Statement

SUBJECT AREA OVERALL SCHOOL ,,I5yrpg, STY80-

OR DEPARTMENT PRINCIPAL St"AiNTENDENT
LEVEL LEVEL tEVEL

Z. "'i:*Zs
..

71 t
,<. ,.0

,e

vs

4

%
.

3.

27. You can bring about changes in what is

should be

0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

is done.

28. Your leaders provide chances for you

to work with your peers in

friendly ways.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0

0
0

0
0

CD

0
CD

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

29. You treat your leaders in ways which

make them feel that you trust them.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0

0 0 0
0000

0 0
0

0
0 o

30. Things which affect you are

developed by you or others in

your peer group.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0 0 0 0 0
''

0 0
CD

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

31. You have the chance to show

concern for others.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0 0 0 0

0 0
0 0

f.,...0 p
..,,

0 0

0
0
...

Q
...
-,0

0
0
-:

0
:

...

0

0
CD

:0
..

0

0
C)

0
0

32. Your leaders support and back

you up.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

33. You comntunicate with leaders to

help improve things.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

A

0
c

6
.

0
T

0.

0
0

34. Your leaders try to get your

ideas.

is

should be

0
00000O0000

0 0 0 0 0 0 00,
C

606
6000

35. Your leaders use your help to

solve a common problem.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
o

0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
:

0.:
0
6

36. You are encouraged to give help

to others to make things better.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
p

0
0

37. Decisions are made by those close

to the problem source.

is

should be

0
0

0
0,

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0 0

0 0 0 5D 0
,

1;.;>:

38. The people who make decisions

which affect you are aware of

the things you face.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

39. You or your peers influence what

happens to you.

is

should be

0
0

0
C5

0
(5

0
(5

000000
(5 0 CD CD

1 6
CD CD mO

6 6:

Page 6 Go on to next page.



Statement

SUBJECT AREA OVERALL

OR DEPARTMENT

LEVEL

SCHOOL LL SYSTEM\

PRINCIPAL :MOOT'
LEVEL LEVEL,-

> i

It.'.

t iN

.... -e...

'6 4, A

'4

.4 s'

40. Decisions are made in such a way

that you do not mind carrying

them out.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0 0

Q 4
"
0, 0

31,

ft

41. You give true information about

yourself to your leaders.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0 .

610

,,...,

ci '1

C

ti
42. Your leaders try to get you to

reach high goals.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

6
$...,-1,
-.,

C-4

ei
",-

t-4

01

43. You take part in judging your

performance.

is

should be

0000000000
0 000000000e

c4
i,

f.
CO

tp

'r-..P- '
c,',

.

,i,

Tfit,

44. Your peers accept what is

expected of them.

is

should be

0 0
0000000000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

C)

G)

1

f._4)

.

er.- +

5 s

45. Your leaders work with you and

your peers in friendly ways.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

V?'

6
41:

e)

r
0 Q>

,

ci

t,-'
.,I,

r

c'i

46. Your leaders use what they "find
out" to make things better.

is

should be

0 0
C) 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

e-3 0
'-

ca

0 3

A ,

«

0'1

c

47. Things are organized so that you

or your peers can help make

decisions.

is

should be

0 0
0000000000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4I G

(:.)

...,....:;

c-

c

48. Most students show a real

concern that all try to do what

is expected.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

t,-

-

9-

e c.-

cr,

cfi

P'

49. Your leaders share with you most all

the information you need or want.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

C)

0
0.0
0 0

0

es

i,3

c.)

(......

k

SO. Most all get along well and help

each other.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0 '

CD

"Y.
CO

(3

<3

4

4 y,

S I. Information on what you do

and how well you do it is used

to help solve problems.

is

should b_ e

0 0
0 0

0
O

0
0

0 0
-,0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0 0 )

cri

(7);

(T

on

el

<

'Si'

r.

li.1...

32. The leaders work with their peers

and people below them to make

the decisions, should be

0 66060000
0 000(7)000

0
o 0 .

-) a

c' 0

64

<-',

Page 7 Go on to next page,



Statement

\SUBJECT AREA OVERALL SCHOOL '

OR DEPARTMENT PRINCIPAL it

LEvel, LEVEL

$
IN-r- . -

i IC i
,. , .

';'.1,, 'r...

IA 'a

..., ,o, 0,,
11:

43, S

,

t

53. Most teachers show a real concern is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

p.e:5Qc7

4;6 0 0
c

that all try to do what is

expected,

54. You or your peers ask questions
about things that do not seem to be
"right."

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

.

C Q

0

0
0
0

55. Most all work together to get

the job done.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0 ,-,.. ' 0

56. You and your peers, as well as

your leaders, make sure rules

are followed.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

.

0 40

57. Needed work gets done because

of the way your leaders and peers

work together.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

..

C

0
0

58. The administrators show a real

concern that all try to do what

is expected.

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

04 ,..

C5 0
59. You and your peers tell it "like it

is" to your leaders.

is

should be

0
CD

0
C)

0
C)

0
0

0
0

0
CD

0
0

0
CD

0
CD

0
CD

.

t'

:)

c
' '

Fo

re,

{.d CS

60. You talk with your peers about
making things better,

is

should be

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
CD

0
0

0
0

0
0

C)

CD

c, ',Z,

,

to

61. Those not in charge show as much

concern about a job btieing done

as do leaders.

is

should be

0
0

CD

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

C)

0
0
CD

C)

0

r.

,1!
,

f..-

,4
.
,.

..:,

=,

t -

6 r b.

62. Your leaders show that the work

done by you and your peers is

important.

is

should be

0 0
0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

,

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

f?;-

c. o)
-

-,

63. Leaders are told what they should

know in an open way by the ones
who are involved.

is

should be

0 0
40 0

0

0
6

Q

e5
. i

0
c)

0
0
0
0
0

CD

0
CD

0
''''

.

'.'

cl) `c, )
64. True and complete information is

used to rate what you and your

peers do.

is

shouldbe

CD 0 C)-,_

00000
0 c5, c)-.

0

0

c)

c)

0

0..

0

0.

0

C4

0

L'

*D

.
.

65. Your leaders discuss with your

peers ways to improve things.

Is

should be

w V 0
40 ;0 0

b
0

0 0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0 4:4

ii;
.

0;.

00

i

OD

cz

Page 8 STOP! Turn your booklet over and sit quietly.


